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A-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

Hanan Al-Hroub was a poorly paid teacher in 

the West Bank. Then she won the 1$ million 

Global Teacher Prize. The committee praised 

Mrs. Al-Hroub’s “play and learn” method, 

which she still employs. Besides her clown 

outfit, Mrs. Al-Hroub uses balloons, hula-hoops, 

toy cars and puppets to explain her lessons. Her 

aim is to make the classroom a calm and fun 

place where children can forget about the 

struggles of daily life, and open their minds. 

“We play first, and when we play we learn,” she 

said. “The kids don’t even realise they are 

learning.” In addition to the toys and balloons, 

which she pays for with her own money, she 

uses videos and even PowerPoint in the 

classroom. For the first month of the a new 

school year, her eight-year-old pupils may not 

even see an exercise book. Parents often refuse 

the focus on play. That soon changes, Mrs. Al-

Hroub says, when they realise that  her methods 

improve behaviour - especially in troubled kids - 

and academic results. 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Choose the right answer (a, b, c, or d) to complete 

the following : 

1. Mrs. Al- Haroub got ................. income from her 

school .  

a- high                            b- low 

c- moderate                    d- enormous  

2. Mrs. Al- Haroub is from : 

a- Damascus                   b- Jordan 

c- Palestine                     d- Lebanon  

3. Her way of teaching is .................... 

a- boring                         b- unexciting 

c- bad                              d- exciting  

4. Parents first .................. the idea of play and 

learn. 

a- accepted                      b- agreed 

c- refused                        d- liked 

5. She uses ................... in her class. 

a- paper                           b- technology  

c- radios                          d- books 

 

B-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

One day, an unemployed man went to apply 

for a job with Microsoft as a cleaner. The 

manager said: “Let me have your e-mail 

address, so that I can send you a form to 

complete.” The man said he had no computer 

or email address. The manager said: “Well, 

then, that means that you can’t be 

employed.” The man looked at the last £10 in 

his wallet and thought of buying tomatoes in 

bulk. Within less than 2 hours, he sold all the 

tomatoes. Repeating the process several 

times that day, he ended up with almost 

£100. Getting up early every day and going 

to bed late, he multiplied his profits quickly. 

After a short time he bought a cart to 

transport boxes of tomatoes. By the end of 

the second year, he became the owner of a 

fleet of trucks. 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Decide if the following sentences are (T) true or 

(F) false. 

6. The man was employed in the Microsoft 

company . 

7. The man thought of trading with potato . 

8. His profit increased quickly . 

9. The man became rich although he didn’t have an 

email . 

10. His life changed after (24) months.    
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C- Read the folloing sentences and choose the 

correct answer ( a, b, c, or d) :             (200 marks) 

11. The teacher began to ................. the students for 

their  excellent work. 

a- employ                       b- refuse 

c- praise                         d- struggle  

12. An act of ......... caused the window to be broken. 

a- praise                        b- struggle 

c- outfit                         d- violence 

13. She was wearing a splendid ......................  

a-outfit                          b- committee   

c- violence                    d- struggle 

14. She had a problem in the bank, so she asked to 

meet the ..................... 

a- manage                     b- manager 

c- managing                  d- manages 

15. He has no money; he has been ............for months 

a- employ                     b- unemployment  

c- un employed            d- employed 

16. Life doesn’t ...................... on Mars. 

a- exist                         b- existence 

c- existing                    d- existent 

17. I was ..................... when my nine-months 

brother could walk. 

a- astonished                b- astonishment 

c- astonishing               d- astonish 

18. Every Monday, we ............. spaghetti for dinner. 

a- are eating                 b- eat 

c- ate                            d- eats 

19. I .................... to school every day.  

a- go                             b- went 

c- am going                  d- goes 

20. Sami .................. to Paris every summer. 

a- traveled                    b- travel 

c- is traveling               d- travels 

21. Usually, I .................. as a secretary. 

a- works                       b- worked 

c- am working              d- work 

22. It rarely ...................... in the desert. 

a- rains                         b- rain 

c- is raining                  d- rained 

23. This summer, we .................... French at school. 

a- learned                     b- learn 

c- are learning              d- learns  

24. He ................ his friends next Monday . 

a- meet                         b- is meeting 

c- met                           d- was meeting 

25. Be quite! John ..................... 

a- sleep                            b- is sleeping  

c- was sleeping                d- slept 

26. Don’t forget to take your umbrella. It .................. 

a- rains                             b- rain 

c- is raining                      d- rained 

27. Parents often refuse the focus ................ play. 

a- from                             b- for 

c- to                                  d- on 

28. The book is divided ................... tasks. 

a- form                              b- at 

c- in                                   d- into 

29. The sound /æ / is found in the word :  

a- jar                                  b- car  

c- class                              d- cab 

30. The long vowel / a: / is found in ................ 

a- glad                               b- ant 

c- father                            d- bag 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each  

     sentences :                                        (40 marks) 

31. I go to school every day. 

32. He lives in a big villa . 

33. They are building a new bridge.  

34. She gets up at 7 o’clock. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

E- Choose the wrong part in each sentence: 

                                                                 (20 marks) 

35. Every Sunday, Sally drive her kids to school. 

              A                   B             C            D 

36. He was meeting his friends tomorrow. 

 A               B        C                    D 

37. She are sleeping at the moment. 

        A       B       C            D 

38. Do you like football .  
 A     B    C                 D 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

F- Write about a job you would like to do in the  

     future . 

                                                                  (40 marks) 

- What is the job. 

- Why do you like it 

- Your plans in the future .  
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A-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

Light Initiative started with two people and now it 

includes more than 350 volunteers.  

They voluntarily record school and college books for 

the benefit of the visually impaired people. They 

started recording the books of the 9th and the 12th 

grades; they also record university books and 

references. Their aim is to meet the visually impaired 

people's actual needs whatever they are. 

Usually, the visually impaired person who has the 

desire to study a curriculum or a reference. 

They use a Facebook page and a YouTube channel. 

On the Facebook page they announce that they 

finished this book or this curriculum, and they use 

the YouTube channel to publish the recordings. 

These records are saved in mp3 format. 

Their services are absolutely free 

Light Initiative’s new project is turning the Syrian 

curriculum into Braille. 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

Choose the right answer ( a, b or c) to complete 

the following :        

1. Light initiative started with .................. people. 

a- a few                 b- a lot of            c- many  

2. They get .................... when recording. 

a- much money    b- little money   c- no money 

3. It’s for people with ....................... problems. 

a- hearing             b- legs                c- sight 

4. The recordings are published on ................... 

a- You Tube        b- Facebook        c- Twitter  

5. It can help :........................................ 

a- students at schools only. 

b- university students only. 

c- both ( a+b ) 

  

B-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

The tradition of suspended coffee started in Naples, 

Italy during the 20
th

 century.  

In cafés people used to pay for two cups of coffee; 

one for themselves and the other for someone who 

couldn’t afford it.  

This tradition has spread all over the world and in 

some countries. You can order not only suspended 

coffee, but also a sandwich or a meal. In 2011, the 

officials in Naples introduced a “suspended coffee 

day” to be celebrated each December.  

After ten years, John Sweeny heard about this and it 

motivated him to create a Facebook page and this 

page has inspired people to buy millions of cups of 

coffee for others. The message of  Sweeny is that an 

act of kindness can change a life. 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

Decide if the following sentences are (T) true or 

(F) false :  

6. People can pay for more than one cup of coffee. 

7. Suspended coffee is celebrated in the last month 

of the year. 

8. Suspended coffee is for rich people who have 

cars and houses. 

9. It was spread through a YouTube channel  . 

10. It had amoral lesson.   
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C- Read the folloing sentences and choose the 

correct answer ( a, b, c, or d) :             (200 marks) 

11. This party was done for the ............. of the poor. 

a- recording                    b- benefit 

c- volunteers                   d- books 

12. A lift was put to ............... the disabled people’s 

needs. 

a- record                         b- announce 

c- have                            d- meet 

13. Some people in Africa do not ................. to safe 

drinking water. 

a- record                         b- announce 

c- have access                d- meet 

14. Opposite of “sell” is ................... 

a- forget                          b- sold 

c- buy                             d- earn 

15. Opposite of “stress” is ......................  

a- unstress                       b- easy 

c- relaxed                        d- both (a+c) 

16. I am not hungry. I .......... already ........... lunch.  

a- has eaten                     b- have eaten 

c- eats                             d- ate 

17. We .................. for our holiday yet. 

a- didn’t plan                   b- hasn’t planned 

c- haven’t planned           d- doesn’t plan 

18. I .................. just ............... the cat. 

a- has fed                         b- feeds 

c- fed                               d- have fed  

19. He’s hungry. He hasn’t ............... for four days. 

a- eaten                            b- ate 

c- eat                                d- eats 

20. She misses him! She ........... seen him for a long time. 

a- haven’t  seen                b- doesn’t seen 

c- didn’t see                     d- hasn’t see 

21. I ..................... here for the fourteen years. 

a- lives                              b- have lived 

c- living                            d- has lived 

22. I have done gymnastics ................ I was a child. 

a- for                                 b- just 

c- since                             d- yet  

23. I haven’t been to Paris ................. I was born. 

a- for                                b- just 

c- since                            d- yet 

24. He has worked here ..................... two months. 

a- for                               b- just 

c- since                            d- yet 

25. The book is divided .................. tasks. 

a- form                         b- at  

c- in                             d- into 

26. Light Initiative helps students who suffer 

................. sight problems. 

a- at                        b- on 

c- from                   d- in 

27. This party was done for the benefit ............ the 

poor. 

a- of                        b- to 

c- at                        d- in 

28. People will grow crops ................. the roofs of 

the buildings.  

a- of                        b- on 

c- from                    d- to 

29. The short vowel / e /  is found in : 

a- mean                    b- read 

c- led                        d- lead 

30. The sound / i: / is found in ................... 

a- mean                     b- end 

c- egg                        d- ten 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each  

     sentences :                                        (40 marks) 

31. I went to the market. 

32. I bought some fruit. 

33. It cost 2000 s.p. 

34. The fruit tasted delicious. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

E- Choose the wrong part in each sentence: 

                                                                 (20 marks) 

35. Ahmad has finish his project. 

    A                B      C    D 

36. It are raining heavily today. 

    A      B         C          D 

37. I am prepare my dinner now. 

             A      B      C       D 

38. She usually running early. 

 A       B           C        D 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

F- Write a 50 words paragraph about this topic: 

                                                             ( 40 marks ) 

Ahmed is your neighbour. He has a  

problem with his legs, so he can’t  walk.  

You always see him watching you sadly playing 

with your friends. Thank of an idea to help him and 

write the steps you will follow to solve his problem. 
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A-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

One day people will live on the moon. When 

that day comes, they will need to build cities. 

They need to plan well for these cities 

because they are not easy to build. The city 

will get its energy directly from the sun and 

will obtain water from ice. Life on the moon 

will not be different from life in towns and 

cities. There will be houses, schools and 

factories. Inside the buildings, people will be 

able to breathe normally and can wear 

normal clothes. People will live a 

comfortable life because robots will do the 

housework for them. People will not stop on 

the moon but they will make it a place to go 

to other parts of our universe. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Choose the right answer (a, b, c, or d) to complete 

the following : 

1. Cities are .................. to build on the moon. 

a- easy                        b- difficult 

c- interesting              d- not hard 

2. On the moon ice will be used to get ................. 

a- food                       b- sunlight   

c- water                     d- clothes 

3. The housework will be done by ............... 

a- people                    b- women 

c- astronauts              d- robots   

4. Life on the moon will be ............... from life in 

towns and cities.  

a- completely different          b- not the same 

c- the same                             d- changeable   

5. Clothes mean ..................... 

a- places where people learn.        

b- places where people live. 

c- places where people play.          

d- things you wear. 

B-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

Life in the future will be very different. 

Futurologists predict that will probably be 

very different in all the (fields ore activity), 

from entertainment to technology. Some 

people think that life in the future would be 

so easy and relaxing, while others have seen 

that it would be worse and more difficult. I 

think that in the future we will have a more 

comfortable life. This will be obvious in all 

aspects of life. First, as for education people 

will have better education because of 

technology. E-books will replace traditional 

books, robots will replace teachers, and 

students will not have to go to schools every 

day as they will study at home through on-

line teaching. 

So even absent students will learn. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Decide if the following sentences are (T) true or 

(F) false. 

6. life in the future will not be easy. 

7. In the future education will improve. 

8. In the future it is necessary for students to go to 

schools every day. 

9. In the future absent student will fail if he doesn’t 

attend school. 

10. In the future people will have a life full of 

worries. 
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C- Read the folloing sentences and choose the 

correct answer ( a, b, c, or d) :             (200 marks) 

11. The weather ................... towards the evening 

a- predicted                       b- replaced 

c- improved                      d- built   

12. His father suffers from a heart ..................... 

a- peace                             b- hunger 

c- disease                          d- food 

13. The new software package will .............. the old 

one. 

a- predict                          b- replace 

c- grow                             d- build 

14. It’s ..................... to feel nervous before exam.  

a- normally                      b- normal 

c- normalize                     d- norm 

15. Property in Homs is ................... than property in 

Damascus. 

a- cheap                           b- cheapest 

c- cheaper                        d- the cheapest 

16. He has to take ................. to control his blood 

pressure. 

a- bills                              b- pills 

c- bells                             d- balls 

17. I think that Brazil ................. the World Cup next 

year. 

a- will win                        b- won  

c- is winning                    d- going to win 

18. The phone is ringing. I ............. answer it. 

a- would                           b- could 

c- has                                d- will  

19. The weather .................be dreadful tomorrow.  

a- would                           b- could 

c- am                                d- will 

20. It is a heavy box. I ............... it for you. 

a- would lift                     b- am lifting 

c- will lift                         d- lifted 

21. Tonight, we .................. a birthday party for our 

mother. 

a- would had                    b- are going to have 

c- has                               d- had 

22. Next Monday, she .............. a letter to her cousin. 

a- is going to write          b- wrote 

c- have written                d- was writing 

23. I am not free tomorrow. I ................. the doctor. 

a- saw                              b- am going to see 

c- seen                             d- sees 

24. Maha ................. learning French tomorrow. 

a- is going to start           b- started 

c- start                             d- was starting 

25. Scientist and researchers will find cure ................ 

many diseases. 

a- to                        b- at.     

c- on                       d- in 

26. Someday, it is possible for people to live ............ 

the moon. 

a- for                       b- to 

c- on                        d- in 

27. She couldn’t buy shoes .............. she was very 

poor. 

a- but                      b- although 

c- until                    d- because 

28. He felt hot, .............. he sat under a tree to rest. 

a- and                      b- but 

c- so                        d- or  

29. The sound / ^ / is found in ................... 

a- rag                       b- cat  

c- track                    d- truck 

30. The world “cut” has the vowel sound ............. 

a- / ^ /                       b- / æ / 

c- / e /                       d- / i: / 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each  

     sentences :                                        (40 marks) 

31. I will start working next week. 

32. The bus is moving slowly. 

33. She will cook in the morning .  

34. Yes, we will travel tomorrow. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

E- Choose the wrong part in each sentence: 

                                                                 (20 marks) 

35. The weather would be dreadful tomorrow. 

 A                     B     C      D 

36. I am going to had a party tonight. 

A        B          C        D 

37. She are going to start learning English. 

        A            B    C                    D 

38. Will you bring some bread, please . 
  A              B        C                            D 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

F- Write a paragraph about your dream in the  

     future. 

                                                                  (40 marks) 
- What is your dream 

- How are you going to achieve it. 

- What steps are you going to take to make your 

   a reality. 
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A-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

When we think about the future, we tend to assume 

that most things will stay the same. This is almost 

never the case. We are experiencing a technological 

progress every month now. The world is changing 

and the changes are very dramatic. So, we should 

focus on some forms of alternative energy such as 

solar power, wind power, and water power which 

lead to environmental sustainability. 

We may want our future cities to prioritize 

environmental renewal. We need to prevent  

environmental degradation and stop the expansion of 

deserts. Future cities can collect water and use solar 

power to irrigate the dry land. Future cities should be 

surrounded by rivers and provided with renewable 

energy resources and green vehicles heading towards 

more ecological forms of public transport.  

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Choose the right answer (a, b, c, or d) to complete 

the following : 

1. Most things in the future will ............. 

a- never change                  b- change slowly 

c- change dramatically       d- change gradually  

2. Alternative energy will .............  

a- improve the society 

b- improve the environment   

c- increase the pollution               

d- ( a + b ) 

3. Future cities will use ..................to irrigate the 

land. 

a- rain                            b- solar power 

c- wind power               d- water power   

4. Green transportation will............ 

a- pollute the environment.          

b- help the drivers. 

c- improve the ecological zone.  

d- help with the spread of the desert. 

5. The meaning of irrigate is .................... 

a- to think that something is true. 

b- to supply crops with water.  

c- to treat something as being more important.         

d- to pay in advance. 

 

B-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

Some people think that autonomous vehicles will 

change our lives for the better. However, others 

believe that autonomous vehicles will cause many 

problems. First, driverless cars will increase 

unemployment. Thousands of drivers will lose their 

jobs if autonomous vehicles are allowed to take over 

the roads. Second, companies and governments will 

lose money. For example, insurance companies now 

get about fifty percent of their income from car 

insurance. Governments and cities, too, will lose 

much money from parking. speeding fines and petrol 

taxes. Finally, there is no planning. Dramatic change 

is coming, but governments haven’t begun thinking 

about it. Only some American cities have done long-

term planning. Driverless cars could arrive by 2030, 

but most government officials and transport 

ministers are only worried about short-term 

problems. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Decide if the following sentences are (T) true or 

(F) false. 

6. Unemployment will increase because of driveless 

cars. 

7. The government will obtain a lot of money when 

driveless cars arrive. 

8. Insurance  companies will not have any profits 

when driveless cars arrive. 

9. Driveless cars will arrive by the end of the 

twenty 1
st 

century. 

10. Most governments have done short-term 

planning .  
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C- Read the following sentences and choose the 

correct answer ( a, b, c, or d) :             (200 marks) 

11. Do you have ...... on your house and its contents?  

a- income                       b- benefit 

c- transport                     d- insurance 

12. The ............. effects of smoking are serious.  

a- autonomous                b- safe 

c- long-term                    d- good 

13. She took on extra work to increase her .............. 

a- fine                             b- problems 

c- income                        d- unemployment 

14. I didn’t see your bike, so I ................. you had 

gone out. 

a- assumption                  b- assuming 

c- assumed                      d- assumable 

15. The two cars are very ........... in size and design. 

a- similar                         b- similarly 

c- similarity                     d- dissimilarly 

16. Cycling is a totally ............. from of transport. 

a- sustain                         b- sustainability 

c- sustainably                  d- sustainable 

17. I have only ................... coins in my pocket. 

a- much                           b- many 

c- a few                           d- a lot 

18. We have ................. of time. 

a- some                           b- much 

c- a lot                             d- any 

19. Sami likes to eat ............... food before he sits 

down to study. 

a- many                           b- a few 

c- a little                         d- a 

20. She doesn’t have ................... friends. 

a- much                          b- many 

c- a                                 d- a lot 

21. John doesn’t have ............... money. 

a- much                         b- many 

c- a few                         d- a lot 

22. There is ................ milk left in the fridge. 

a- a little                        b- a few 

c- an                              d- a 

23. The doctor advised me to eat ................ apple 

every morning. 

a- a                                b- an  

c- any                            d- a few 

24. .................... sun rises from the east. 

a- A                               b- An 

c- Some                         d- The 

25. She saw ................. lions at the zoo. 

a- much                      b- any 

c- some                      d- a 

26. Do you have .............. children?  

a- a                             b- some 

c- any                         d- much 

27. Life doesn’t exist ................ Mars. 

a- in                            b- to 

c- on                           d- for 

28. I am doing my homework ........... the moment. 

a- by                           b- on 

c- at                            d- with 

29. The country is ............. peace with its neighbours 

a- to                            b- for 

c- at                            d- on 

30. Thousands ................. drives will lose their jobs. 

a- to                            b- of 

c- in                            d- on 

31. The word that has / ^ / sound is : ........... 

a- put                          b- quarter             

c- future                      d- bus 

32. Choose the correct word that has the / e / sound: 

a- mean                      b- red 

c- meet                       d- read 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each  

     sentences :                                        (40 marks) 

33. I had a big villa. 

34. She usually eats healthy food. 

35. I couldn’t sleep because I was working. 

36. Yes, I speak English. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

E- Choose the wrong part in each sentence: 

                                                                 (20 marks) 

37. There is many water in the lake. 

   A           B                   C    D 

38. There aren’t some apples in the dish . 

   A                  B               C  D 

39. This children over there are happy . 

A                     B              C     D 

40. A sun always rises from the east. 
A              B                C             D 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

F- Write a paragraph about your future house. 

                                                                  (40 marks) 
- What will it look like? 

- Where will it be / size / rooms ... etc .. ? 
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A-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

We make thousands of decisions a day. Making a 

choice is easy. Choosing well takes knowledge and 

skill. You have many decision-making examples in 

daily life such as deciding what to wear, what to eat 

for lunch, what task to do next, choosing which book 

to read, etc.  

Decision making is an ongoing process in every 

aspect of life, large or small. The ability to make a 

decision and stick to it is the cornerstone of good 

leadership skills. Having critical thinking skills 

allows one to ascertain the problem and come up 

with a suitable and beneficial solution. Before taking 

a step, we must try to see where possible potholes 

are. This won’t just make us stronger moving 

forward. It will also give us more determination and 

awareness about what we are deciding. The decision-

making tools help you to map out all the possible 

alternatives to your decision, its chances of success 

or failure. So to make a decision, you must first 

identify the problem you need to solve or the 

question you need to answer. 

What also prevents effective decision-making is 

when you do not have enough information about 

your decision. In this case you are making a decision 

without any basis. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Choose the right answer (a, b, c, or d) to complete 

the following : 

1. To choose well you must have ................ 

a- skills                        b- knowledge  

c- car                            d- both (a+b)  

2. To solve a problem your thinking must be : 

a- limited                      b- shallow   

c- critical                       d- narrow 

3. Decision making tools makes your thinking : 

a-weaker                        b- shallower 

c- narrower                   d- stronger    

4. Having a lot of information about your problem 

is ....................... to solve your problem. 

a- necessary                   b- not necessary 

c- unimportant               d- bad  

5. To choose what to wear is a .....................  

a- daily decision.            b- annual decision.   

c- weekly decision.         d- monthly decision. 

B-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

Sam walked into a cake shop, after he'd finished his 

work, to buy his daughter a birthday cake. It was 

about four o'clock and the store usually closes at 

five. So he should make his mind quickly and decide 

what he should buy. Sam asked himself "Which one 

should I choose?" He began wandering in the shop 

watching the various kinds of cakes which were kept 

in the refrigerators around. The cakes looked very 

delicious and tasty so it was difficult for Sam to 

choose. Time was passing but in vain. Sam couldn't 

decide yet, when he heard the chef saying "Come on. 

Hurry up, please, we are about to close the store." 

"No, wait please, I should choose the most suitable 

and delicious cake." Sam said sorrowfully. 

Sam's eyes kept moving from one refrigerator to 

another, but all of the options looked so good and he 

couldn’t make a decision yet. "Try to be quick Man, 

make up your mind, we have to close," the impatient 

chef said. Suddenly, the chef had enough and asked 

Sam to leave immediately. Sam walked out of the 

shop empty-handed feeling depressed and frustrated. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Decide if the following sentences are (T) true or 

(F) false. 

6. It is not necessary to control your time. 

7. Sam was angry because he couldn’t choose a 

cake. 

8. Sam didn’t manage his time efficiently. 

9. The cake shop closes at mid night . 

10. The main idea of the text is “ cake shop” . 
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C- Read the following sentences and choose the 

correct answer ( a, b, c, or d) :             (200 marks) 

11. Tickets are .................... in the box office. 

a- large                           b- impatient 

c- available                     d- tasty 

12. Earthquakes are ............. difficult to predict.  

a- extremely                   b- quickly 

c- slowly                         d- happily 

13. Don’t do anything you might ................. 

a- choose                        b- decide 

c- regret                          d- predict 

14. We plan to buy some property as ............. 

a- a regret                       b- an investment 

c- a ticket                        d- a danger 

15. It is not easy to ................ a decision. 

a- do                               b- read 

c- make                          d- buy 

16. Health officials have tried to raise ................... 

a- aware                         b- awareness 

c- outline                       d- potholes 

17. My parents wouldn’t ............ me to go the party. 

a- allow                         b- benefit 

c- increase                     d- fine 

18. The club’s ................ is to win the League. 

a- awareness                 b- priority 

c- failure                       d- example 

19. Always write ............... for your essays. 

a- an awareness            b- a decisions 

c- a party                      d- an outline 

20. Elephants ..................... to look after their young. 

a- awareness                 b- identify 

c- collaborate                d- allow 

21. The teacher ........ angry because we were talking. 

a- is                                b- was 

c- be                               d- am 

22. My stereo ........... working last night. 

a- stops                           b- is stopping 

c- stopped                       d- stops 

23. I ................. to the dentist last week. 

a- go                               b- goes 

c- went                           d- am going 

24. Fatima ................. her job two hours ago. 

a- does                            b- do  

c- did                              d- done 

25. I .............my new football to the park yesterday. 

a-  take                            b- took 

c- am talking                   d- takes 

 

26. Many tourists ............... Damascus last summer. 

a- visit                             b- visits  

c- are visiting                  d- visited 

27. I wasn’t sleeping when you ............ home last 

night. 

a- came                            b- come 

c- comes                          d- are coming 

28. I lost my keys while I .............. to school.  

a- were walking               b- was walking 

c- walk                             d- walked 

29. He found a coin while he ................. 

a- is walking                   b- was walking 

c- walks                          d- walk 

30. My brother ............... the computer while I was 

packing for my trip. 

a- use                              b- uses 

c- was using                   d- were using 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each  

     sentences :                                        (40 marks) 

31. My cousin arrived yesterday.  

32. We are visiting our relatives next week. 

33. My brother is a dentist . 

34. I am a student. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

E- Choose the wrong part in each sentence: 

                                                                 (20 marks) 

35. Ahmad helps me to move my furniture yesterday 

                A          B            C       D 

36. It was raining heavily when they had a accident . 

A                       B                   C          D 

37. I was sleeping when somebody stool my wallet. 

A            B                                    C             D 

38. John was playing tennis when he hurted his leg. 
  A                 B                      C             D 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

F- Write a paragraph about your best friend. 

                                                                  (40 marks) 
- Who is he / she. 

- Why do you like him / her . 

- What activities you do to gather. 

- Your opinion about friendship . 
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A-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

One day Thomas Edison came home and gave his 

mother a letter from his teacher. As she read the 

letter, his mother’s eyes were tearful. Thomas 

Edison's teacher wrote that Edison was mentally ill 

and wouldn't be allowed in school anymore. When 

Edison asked his mother what this letter was about, 

she pretended to read it aloud, saying your son 

couldn't go to school because he was a genius and 

the school was too small for him. "Please teach him 

yourself." Edison’s mother hid the letter and decided 

to educate young Thomas at home. Edison was 

homeschooled by his mother's decision; he wasn't 

able to memorize lessons and needed hands-on 

experience to understand and learn things. Edison's 

mother wasn't frustrated; she wanted Edison to be a 

scientist. At the age of 30, Edison invented the 

phonograph. His work in a number of fields created 

the basis for many technologies that we enjoy today. 

However, like anyone else, he suffered through 

failure numerous times, but where others quit, he 

persisted. After his mother's death, one day Edison 

found the hidden school letter, cried for hours and 

then he wrote in his diary, Thomas Alva Edison was 

a mentally ill child that, by a hero mother, became a 

genius. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Choose the right answer (a, b, c, or d) to complete 

the following : 

1. Tomas Edison was a ........................... child. 

a- normal                    b- short  

c- mentally ill             d- genius  

2. His teacher ................ him at school. 

a- accepted                  b- greeted   

c- loved                       d- refused  

3. His mother ..................  the truth. 

a- didn’t tell                 b- told 

c- liked                    d- hated     

4. His mother died .................... he knew the truth. 

a- after                         b- as soon as 

c- before                      d- by the time  

5. Edison’s mother was ........................ 

a- bad                          b- great   

c- careless.                  d- poor 

B-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

Pablo Pineda is an actor and educator most well-

known for being the first European with Down 

Syndrome who made his decision to obtain a 

university degree. In 2009, he won the Silver Shell 

Award at the International Film Festival for his role 

in YoTambien, a film about a university graduate 

with Down Syndrome. Although he still acts, Pineda 

is currently working on implementing an 

international strategy to increase employment 

opportunities for people with disabilities.  

People are able to challenge difficult circumstances 

and be successful.  

They can make the right decision if they are well-

trained and if they intend to do so. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Decide if the following sentences are (T) true or 

(F) false. 

6. Pablo Pineda was the last European to obtain a 

university degree .  

7. He acted in a film and stopped. 

8. In 2009 he won a prize. 

9. He was a normal young man. 

10. The meaning of implementing is to take or  

 

collect something.  
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C- Read the following sentences and choose the 

correct answer ( a, b, c, or d) :             (200 marks) 

11. My father was ................... at storytelling .  

a- an inventor                   b- a scientist 

c- a genius                       d- an experience 

12. His ..................... showed that lightning was a 

kind of electricity . 

a- experiments                  b- problems 

c- whistle                         d- decision 

13. She .................. with her studies in spite of 

financial problems. 

a- decided                        b-wrote 

c- failed                           d- persisted 

14. Failing more than once .............. students. 

a- helps                           b- frustrates 

c- encourages                 d- invented 

15. He heard someone’s ................. in the hall. 

a- accomplishment         b- footsteps 

c- decision                      d- success 

16. You are wrong, and I can .................... it. 

a- prove                          b- make 

c- decide                        d- graduate 

17. She ................ from university this year. 

a- proved                       b- made 

c- decided                     d- graduated 

18. I ................... told you not to go near the water. 

a- completely                b- quickly 

c- specifically               d- successfully 

19. She gave the greatest ................ of her career. 

a- perform                     b- performer 

c- performance              d- performable 

20. Is he learning to play .................. ? 

a- a decision                  b- design 

c- festival                      d- an instrument 

21. ................... your documents as soon as you 

finish your work. 

a- Saved                        b- Save 

c- Saves                         d- Saving 

22. ............... after your eat a big meal. It isn’t good 

idea. 

a- Not run                      b- Doesn’t run 

c- Don’t run                   d- Runs 

23. ................ careful! you are standing on my foot. 

a- Being                         b- Be 

c- Do                              d- Don’t be 

24. ..................your books please! 

a- Open                               b- Opens 

c- Opened                           d- Opening 

 

25. .............. make the same mistake twice! 

a- Do                            b- Don’t 

c- Doesn’t                    d- Didn’t 

26. ................... please. This is a library. 

a- Don’t be quiet          b- Quiet 

c- Be quiet                    d- Being quiet 

27. The kitchen is really dirty! .................. the dishes 

now. 

a- do                             b- don’t 

c- doesn’t                     d- didn’t 

28. Most people are curious ................ different 

countries and their cultures. 

a- of                             b- about 

c- for                            d- with 

29. Some people tend .................. make friends from 

all around the world. 

a- for                            b- at 

c- to                              d- on 

30. I am bad ................. science. 

a- to                             b- on 

c- in                             d- at 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each  

     sentences :                                        (40 marks) 

31. We are leaving at 10 a.m.  

32. They went to Tartous by bus. 

33. There are 300 trees in the forest . 

34. The weather will be sunny tomorrow. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

E- Choose the wrong part in each sentence: 

                                                                 (20 marks) 

35. Didn’t be late. It is raining. 

   A      B          C       D 

36. Been careful! You are about to fall  . 

  A                    B           C          D 

37. don’t run fast. It’s dangerous . 

  A            B     C       D 

38. Be quiet! The baby are sleeping. 
  A              B              C        D 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

F- Write a paragraph about a famous person who  

      had a problem but became a genuis. 

                                                                  (40 marks) 
- Who is that man \ woman . 

- What did he \ she do. 

- What lesson did you learn from him. 
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A-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

The Titanic was the largest ship that had ever 

travelled on the sea. It was carrying 2207 people, but 

it had taken on enough lifeboats for only 1178 

people. Not more than 651 of the passengers were 

able to get into lifeboats. 

1502 people had lost their lives. But why was there 

such a great loss of life and so few survivors who 

were on the edge of death? Nobody had prepared for 

such a tragedy. Nobody had believed that the Titanic 

could sink. The steamship company had thought that 

its ship would be completely safe in all situations. 

They had followed an old rule for the number of 

lifeboats, so they had supplied lifeboats for 

only half the people. The passengers had not yet 

received their lifeboat numbers, nor had they 

practiced lifeboat drill before the accident. Many of 

them had not even dressed warmly, the ship had hit 

the iceberg late at night, and they did not believe 

they were in danger. The ship had already received 6 

ice warnings on its radio when it struck the iceberg. 

Nevertheless, it had not changed its direction or its 

speed. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Choose the right answer (a, b, c, or d) to complete 

the following : 

1. The titanic was the ............... ship that had ever 

travelled in the sea. 

a- smallest                             b- longest 

c- heaviest                             d- biggest 

2. Less than .................. had died. 

a-1000 passengers          

b- 2000 passengers  

c- 200 passengers 

d- 502 passengers 

3. The company had followed a\an ............... rule 

for the number of life boats. 

a- tradition                             b- modern  

c- (a+d)                                  d- old 

4. The ship hit the iceberg .......................... 

a- in the early morning          b- at noon  

c- at night                               d- at sunset 

5. The ship received ................... ice warnings on 

its radio. 

a- no                                       b- only one 

c- more than 5                        d- less than 5 

 

B-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

Frane Selak was born in Croatia in 1929. He led a 

relatively unremarkable life as a music teacher. 

Selak's near-death experiences began in January 

1962 when he was travelling by a train from 

Sarajevo to ubrovnik. The train left its railway tracks 

and ended up in a river. Fortunately, an unknown 

person pulled him to be safe, while 17 other 

passengers drowned. The next year, Selak boarded a 

plane from Zagreb to Rijeka. Unfortunately, he was 

blown out of its door and luckily landed in a 

haystack; the plane crashed, killing 19 people but 

Selak survived. Three years after that, in 1966, he 

got on bus. The bus skidded on the road and fell into 

a river, drowning four passengers, and by sheer luck 

Selak swam to the shore with only a few cuts and 

bruises. In 1970, the fuel in his car’s tank exploded 

on the motorway. But Selak just escaped with his 

life. The final famous disaster was in 1996 when a 

truck came barreling towards his car as he was 

driving around a mountain road. Selak was ejected 

from the car but he managed to hold onto a tree, and 

watched his car in horror plummet down. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Decide if the following sentences are (T) true or 

(F) false. 

6. Selak was considered a lucky man. 

7. He was an art teacher. 

8. He had six experiences on the edge of death. 

9. Selak was travelling to Ubrovnik by plane. 

10. To cook up means to fry .    
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C- Read the folloing sentences and choose the 

correct answer ( a, b, c, or d) :             (200 marks) 

11. The opposite of “credible” is :  

a- un credible                        b- incredible  

c- dis credible                       d- il credible  

12. The opposite of ( proud ) is :  

a- unknown                           b- unlucky 

c- humble                              d- poor 

13. I ...................... the matter with my teacher 

before I told my father. 

a- discuss                             b- had discussed 

c- discusses                          d- am discussing 

14. I had never seen snow until I ............ to Canada. 

a- go                                     b- have gone 

c- went                                 d- am going 

15. By the time mom ..... I had prepared dinner. 

a- came                                 b- comes  

c- has come                          d- is coming 

16. It was raining heavily, but by time class was 

over, the rain .............. . 

a- has stopped                      b- had stopped 

c- stops                                 d- is stopping 

17. The lesson had already begun when we ............... 

a- arrive                               b- arrived 

c- have arrived                    d- was arriving 

18. Dinosaurs had become extinct by the time 

humankind first ..................... 

a- appears                            b- appeared 

c- appearing                        d- has appeared 

19. The lesson .......... already ......... when we arrived 

a- had begun                       b- begins 

c- will begin                       d- has begun 

20. The doctors ............... that Mr. Tyler had died on 

the plane.  

a- think                               b- have thought 

c- thought                           d- will think 

21. I ................... at the station before the train left. 

a- have arrive                     b- had arrive 

c- had arrived                     d- arrive 

22. Let’s go shopping. ....................... 

a- Shall we?                       b- Will we? 

c- We shall ?                      d- Can they? 

23. I should wash the dishes, ..................? 

a- should I                          b- shouldn’t I  

c- I shouldn’t                      d- I shall 

24. My brother was born ................ January 2000. 

a- on                                  b- in 

c- at                                   d- since 

 

25. The man was travelling ................ train. 

a- buy                     b- by 

c- bye                     d- bought 

26. ........... sheer lucky my sister had passed her test. 

a- by                      b- on 

c- at                       d- off 

27. The poor girl was watching ................. despair. 

a- on                      b- in 

c- at                        d- for 

28. Amal has a piano, ........................?. 

a- hasn’t she?        b- doesn’t she 

c- is she                 d- did she 

29. Which word has the / ei / sound : 

a- bet                      b- sleep  

c- gaze                   d-key 

30. The vowel sound in / fail / is : 

a- / u /                     b- / ae / 

c- / ei /                    d- / a: / 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each  

     sentences :                                        (40 marks) 

31. Ahmad was eating his lunch. 

32. She is fourteen years old. 

33. My mother works in a hospital. 

34. They have lived a board since 2000. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

E- Choose the wrong part in each sentence: 

                                                                 (20 marks) 

35. The titanic was the largest ship in the past. 

  A      B             C               D 

36. I always get up early on the morning. 

A             B       C   D 

37. This house is us . It’s not yours. 

   A      B        C                   D 

38. By the time mom comes, I had prepared the dinner. 

 A                              B    C                       D 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

F- Write a paragraph about an accident you had  

     in the past and by sheer luck you were saved. 

                                                                  (40 marks) 
- What was the accident. 

- How did it happen. 

- How were you saved. 

- your feelings. 
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A-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

When Marat Dupri bought his camera, he decided he 

would shoot nice landscape pictures. Feeling it 

might not have been the most original idea ever, he 

started to spice things up by climbing up higher and 

higher structures, using no safety equipment at all. 

Marat Dupri earned the name of “The sky walker”; 

and quickly, dozens of people followed his footsteps, 

trying to get the most incredible views. Then most 

people began to take dangerous selfies while 

travelling. They began scaling skyscrapers, cliffs 

and bridges to capture a photo to remember. Almost 

everyone has taken out their smart phones to snap a 

photo of themselves. But many studies showed that 

when taken in dangerous circumstances, selfies can 

cause death.  

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Choose the right answer (a, b, c, or d) to complete 

the following : 

1. Mart Dupri didn’t ........................ the idea of 

taking ordinary selfie. 

a- refuse                         b- accept 

c-  agree with                 d- both (b+c) 

2. Selfie can cause .................. if taken in 

dangerous places. 

a- pain                            b- cuts 

c- death                          d- happiness 

3. The writer .............. the idea of dangerous selfies. 

a- liked                           b- agreed 

c- refused                       d- loved 

4. Our lives are ...................... 

a- cheap                         b- not expensive 

c- valuable                     d- risky 

5. Climbing sky scrapers without safety equipment 

is ................  

a- safe                            b- good 

c- exciting                     d- foolish 

 

 

 

B-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

A poor family was living happily until the son felt 

severely ill. It was clear from the medical analysis 

and laboratory tests that he had got a tumour in his 

head. "Your son’s condition is critical. He needs a 

miracle to survive.", the doctor said. After she had 

heard the doctor’s words the little daughter rushed to 

the nearest pharmacy with the only pound she had in 

her money box. "Give me a miracle, please," she 

said putting the pound on the table. The pharmacist 

was busy talking to his brother. After a while he 

replied, "who told 

you I sell miracles?" She looked helplessly watching 

in despair. Suddenly the pharmacist’s brother 

kneeled asking her, "tell me, sweetie, why do you 

need a miracle?" Without thinking, "I don’t know, 

the doctor says my brother needs a miracle for an 

operation not to die. "Is this pound enough?" "One 

pound is exactly enough", he answered with a big 

smile and a tender voice.  

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Decide if the following sentences are (T) true or 

(F) false. 

6. The family was rich. 

7. The girl had only one pound in her box money. 

8. The pharmacist did the operation. 

9. The boy died lately . 

10. The girl saved her brother’s life.    
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C- Read the folloing sentences and choose the 

correct answer ( a, b, c, or d) :             (200 marks) 

11. The team needs a ............... to win the match. 

a- despair                     b- operation 

c- miracle                    d- pharmacist 

12. She asked the ................ to prepare the medicine. 

a- despair                     b- operation 

c- miracle                    d- pharmacist 

13. My friend was filled with ............. when he lost 

his job. 

a- despair                     b- operation 

c- miracle                    d- pharmacist 

14. The patient felt better after the ................... 

a- despair                     b- operation 

c- miracle                    d- pharmacist 

15. I want to go home, but I don’t know the way.  

I wish I .................... the way home. 

a- have known              b- knew 

c- knows                       d- know 

16. I woke up very late every morning.  

I wish I ................ up earlier. 

a- didn’t woke               b- had wake 

c- had woken                 d- have woke 

17. I wish the prices .................... so high. 

a- aren’t                         b- weren’t 

c- were                          d- wasn’t 

18. She didn’t study hard in school. She wishes she 

................. hard in school. 

a- has studied                b- is studying 

c- studies                       d- had studied 

19. I wish I ................. to my father. 

a- had listened              b- have listened 

c- listens                       d- listen 

20. I wish it ................... snowing. 

a- stops                         b- stop 

c- would stop               d- will stop 

21. He wishes he ............... so old. 

a- isn’t                          b- weren’t 

c- were                         d- doesn’t 

22. I wasted too much time watching TV.  

I wish I ............... too much time watching TV. 

a- hadn’t wasted            b- wasted 

c- wastes                       d- haven’t wasted 

23. We weren’t kind to her before she got sick. 

We wish we ................. kinder. 

a- would                        b- have 

c- we’re                         d- had been 

 

24. He can’t swim . He wishes he .............. 

a- will                            b- is 

c- has                             d- could 

25. His father suffers ................. a heart disease. 

a- off                             b- in 

c- at                               d- from 

26. People who achieve their goals tend ............. be 

happier. 

a- to                              b- on 

c- at                              d- in 

27. A selfie is taken ................ a digital camera or a 

smart phone. 

a- with                         b- from 

c- for                            d- in 

28. Selfies are often shared ..... social media services. 

a- on                             b- at 

c- to                              d- with  

29. All the words have vowel /ei / except : 

a- fail                            b- ape 

c- hate                           d- bus 

30. The vowel sound in “weight” is : 

a- / ei /                           b- / a: / 

c- / a: /                           d- / Ɔ: / 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each  

     sentences :                                        (40 marks) 

31. I am going to Aleppo next year. 

32. Sami will travel with his friend. 

33. I am ten years old. 

34. Se has been studying English for ten years. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

E- Choose the wrong part in each sentence: 

                                                                 (20 marks) 

35. I wish I have a big villa. 

A             B       C     D 

36. Me teacher is very nice. 

 A      B      C            D 

37. A sun rotates around the Earth . 

A           B                   C    D 

38. Do you like English . 
        A     B       C       D 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

F- Write a paragraph about the dangerous of  

     selfie   

                                                                  (40 marks) 
- What is a selfie. 

- How can it be dangerous. 

- In your opinion , it is worthy to risk your life. 
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A-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

Mariam was a teacher who wanted to motivate her 

students and make them do their best in the exam.  

So, she told them that she would give a gift, which is 

a new pair of shoes, to the one whose marks would 

be excellent. Children rejoiced over this challenge 

and they all started writing diligently. After 

collecting the papers, the teacher was surprised to 

find that everyone had a full mark. 

Who would get the gift? she thought. The teacher 

thanked everyone for their effort but she was 

confused about who would deserve the award as 

everyone had got the full mark. 

The teacher thought of a suitable solution with her 

students. The students’ opinion was that each of 

them would write his/her name on a folded paper 

and put it in a box from which the teacher would 

pick one. So, the paper will would reveal the name 

of the award’s winner. Indeed, the teacher pulled a 

paper in front of all students and read the child's 

name [Nada], and said: ''you are the owner of the 

award''. With joy and tears in her eyes, Nada came 

forward where the shoes were. She thanked everyone 

for this wonderful gift which come on time. Her 

parents couldn't afford to buy her new shoes because 

of their extreme poverty. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Choose the right answer (a, b, c, or d) to complete 

the following : 

39. The teacher wanted to ................. her students. 

a- frustrate                            b- ignore 

c- motivate                           d- frighten  

40. The teacher was ............... when all students got 

full mark. 

a-angry                                 b- sad 

c- worried                            d- astonished  

41. The students ................. their friend Nada. 

a- didn’t like                         b- liked 

c- hate                                  d- envoyed  

42. .............. the students had written the same name. 

a- All                                    b- Some 

c- A lot of                             d- Many 

43. Nada was pleased with the pair of shoes because 

she was ................ 

a- rich                                  b- beautiful  

c- poor                                 d- nice 

 

B-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

Suzan is an orphan whose father died when she was 

a baby. Before his death, he had a strong will of 

taking care of Suzan and encouraging her to study 

hard. After her husband's death, the mother worked 

hard to make her daughter feel comfortable and tried 

to afford her all what she needed. At night, before 

they sleep, the mother tells Suzan how much it is 

important to be a responsible citizen who respects 

the principles of the country. She encourages her 

daughter to be productive member of society and a 

person who makes a positive contribution to the 

nation. The mother also clarifies the necessity of 

developing her daughter's character to be strong and 

effective in society. She tells her that she must 

understand her legal rights as well as her duties. 

Suzan is sure that life is difficult when you cannot 

have what you want. But she has learnt from her 

mother to fight till the end. She always says: "when 

we don't have what we like, we must like what we 

have". Suzan, who is now 15 years old, works hard 

to achieve her dreams. She loves reading so she 

spends her free time in the school library reading 

about her country’s history and social studies. 

 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Decide if the following sentences are (T) true or 

(F) false. 

44. Suzan’s parents were dead . 

45. Suzan’s father was a good citizen . 

46. Suzan’s hobby was painting . 

47. Suzan’s mother was careless. 

48. Suzan wants to achieve her dream.    
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C- Read the folloing sentences and choose the 

correct answer ( a, b, c, or d) :             (200 marks) 

49. Millions of people in the world live in ................. 

a- poor                       b- poorly 

c- the poor                 d- poverty  

50. She was nominated foe the best actor ................. 

a- gift                        b- award 

c- present                  d- box 

51. The plan is designed to ............... workers.  

a- reveal                    b- deserve  

c- motivate                d- afford 

52. The noun from verb (die) is ....................... 

a- dead                       b- death 

c- dieing                     d- deadly 

53. The (adj) from the noun (talent) is .................. 

a- talented                  b- talents  

c- un talent                 d- talently 

54. My sister wore mask ............ made her look like 

Mickey Mouse. 

a- who                        b- where 

c- when                      d- which 

55. I told you about the woman ............. lost her bag. 

a- which                     b- who  

c- whom                     d- where 

56. Do you know that boy ................. shirt is red ? 

a- when                      b- who 

c- whom                     d- whose 

57. Do you know a good store ............. I can by a 

new shirt? 

a- who                        b- where 

c- when                      d- which 

58. I still remember the day .................. grandmother 

told us interesting stories. 

a- who                        b- where 

c- when                      d- which 

59. I don’t like the table .......... stands in my kitchen.  

a- when                      b- where 

c- that                         d- whom 

60. The parents ................. we interviewed were all 

involved in education. 

a- whom                     b- whose 

c- who                        d- which 

61. Leila gave me a beautiful souvenir .................... 

she bought from Al- Hmideya souk. 

a- who                        b- where 

c- when                      d- which 

62. She worked for a man ........ used to be an athlete. 

a- whom                     b- who 

c- which                     d- where 

63. Is that the hospital ..............your brother works? 

a-  who                     b- where  

c- when                    d- which 

64. She looked helplessly watching .................... 

despair . 

a- to                          b- on 

c- at                          d- in 

65. Make .............. your mind before you decide. 

a- up                         b- to 

c- on                         d- for 

66. If you studied, you ............. succeed. 

a- will                       b- would have 

c- would                   d- will have 

67. The sound / D / is found in the word :  

a- box                       b- naught  

c- court                     d- short 

68. The sound / Ɔ: / is found in the word : 

a- not                        b- spot 

c- rob                        d- born 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each  

     sentences :                                        (40 marks) 

69. I usually go to the gym once a week. 

70. I like sport because it makes me fit. 

71. He visited the museum last year.  

72. Yes, we went shopping. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

E- Choose the wrong part in each sentence: 

                                                                 (20 marks) 

73. The woman who car was broken was my sister. 

  A                 B           C                 D 

74. I like to eat at a restaurant whose the food is healthy. 

A          B                           C                         D 

75. Do you see that cat which lies here . 

        A          B            C                  D 

76. Last week i met Mr. Smith.  

  A              B C    D 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

F- Write about  something good you made and  

     you were very happy. 

                                                                  (40 marks) 
- What was that thing. 

- Who did you give it to / made it to / 

- Your feelings. 
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A-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

Time is precious! We should never waste it in any 

way. People can spend a lot of time doing various 

things, but they can never get back the time they had 

spent. That is why most of successful people 

consider time more important and valuable than 

money. We all should use our time in productive 

ways. If you master the technique of managing time 

efficiently, you can achieve anything in your life. 

Time management helps you to attain more with less 

effort. In the beginning, it will feel like a boring task, 

but when you do it regularly, you realize that it only 

helps you to increase your productivity. Eventually, 

this will encourage you to achieve more in life. 

Being productive doesn’t mean that we have to be 

involved in multiple tasks at the same time. The 

proverb, "killing time is not a murder; it’s a suicide" 

is applicable for those who don’t 

understand the value of time and don’t respect it. 

People who say that they don't have enough time to 

complete their work, don’t really know how to 

manage time. For those, here is an easy way to help 

them apply the "Do It Now" principle. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Choose the right answer (a, b, c, or d) to complete 

the following : 

1. Time is ......................... 

a- valuable                         b- useless 

c- unimportant                  d- cheap 

2. When we use time ...... we can achieve our goals. 

a- fruitfully                        b- unefficently 

c- carelessly                      d- unproductively  

3. People who waste their time ........................... 

a- can achieve their goals 

b- can fulfill their dreams.  

c- can’t reach their aims. 

d- can be successful. 

4. People who say they can’t finish their work : 

a- Know how to manage time. 

b- know how to control time. 

c- know how to plan for future.                      

d- don’t know how to manage time. 

5. (Do it now ) is a principle which can help you : 

a- achieve your goals        b- waste your time 

c- be lazy                           d- be careless 

B-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

Once, a king and a lazy man named Hani were very 

good friends. One morning, the king said, "Why 

don't 

you work to earn some money?" Hani said, "No one 

offers me a job. My enemies told everyone that I 

never do any work in time." The kind king said, 

"You can go into my treasury and collect as much 

wealth as you can, but you have to finish before 

sunset." Hani was so happy and rushed home to tell 

his wife. She said, "Go and get the gold coins and 

gems now." He said: "I cannot go now. I am so 

hungry. I'd like to eat first." After lunch, he took a 

nap for an hour. Then in the late afternoon, he picked 

some bags and went to the palace. On the way, he 

felt hot so he sat under a tree to rest and drink some 

water. Two hours later, when he wanted to move on, 

he saw a man showing some magic tricks. He 

stopped to watch for an hour again. 

On the way to the palace, he met an old friend and 

chatted with him for some time. When he reached 

the palace, it was already sunset time. The palace 

gates had been shut. Hani lost a golden chance 

because he had not learnt the value of time.  

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Decide if the following sentences are (T) true or 

(F) false. 

6. The king was a rude man.  

7. Hani knew how to manage his time. 

8. Hani wasted a golden chance  to be rich  

9. The gates would shut down at midnight . 

10. When time passed, it would never come back .    
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C- Read the folloing sentences and choose the 

correct answer ( a, b, c, or d) :             (200 marks) 

11. Is that rule .............. in this case? 

a- productive                    b- applicable 

c- diligent                         d- pharmacist 

12. It’s against my ................. to lie. 

a- awards                         b- exams 

c- principles                     d- gifts 

13. She is a successful person. She knows how to us 

her time ...................... 

a- efficient                        b- efficiently 

c- efficiency                     d- effect 

14. Most of our students .........high grades in the 

final exam. 

a- lost                               b- play 

c- reveal                           d- attain 

15. I had a very ......... day; I finished the whole work 

a- produce                       b- productive 

c- production                   d- producer 

16. I lost my umbrella. She said she...... her umbrella  

a- have lost                      b- had wake 

c- had lost                       d- have woke 

17. We stayed in a big hotel. She told me that they 

.............. in a big hotel. 

a- have stayed                  b- had stayed 

c- stayed                           d- stay 

18. Was it cold ? - He wondered if it ........... cold. 

a- has been                       b- have been 

c- had been                       d- was  

19. I liked classical music when I was at school. 

- She said she ............. classical music when she  

  had been at school. 

a- liked                             b- has liked 

c- had liked                      d- likes 

20. Do you need directions to reach your destination?  
- I asked the tourist if he............ destination. 

a- need                             b- needed 

c- has need                       d- have need 

21. Did Mark pass all his exams? 

- He asked if Mark ........... all of his friends. 

a- passes                          b- pass 

c- had passed                   d- has passed 

22. She asked if he ................. type. 

a- can                              b- could 

c- will                             d- shall  

23. Have you met Angela?  

- She asked us if we ................. Angela . 

a- meet                             b- are meeting 

c- have met                      d- had met 

24. When did you go the party ? 

- I asked Sally when she ..................... 

a- has gone                 b- had gone 

c- went                       d- had  go 

25. How much did the concert tickets cost? 

- She asked how much the concert tickets............ 

a- cost                        b- costs 

c- had cost                 d- have cost 

26. Where did you stay? - He asked me where I ........ 

a- have asked             b- stay 

c- stays                       d- had stayed 

27. Opposite of familiar is ............... 

a- in familiar              b- early 

c- strange                   d- popular  

28. Opposite of a ambiguous is ...................... 

a- strange                   b- not clear  

c- dump                     d- clear 

29. The vowel sound in “ full” is : 

a- /u:/                          b- /a:/ 

c- /^ /                          d- /u/ 

30. The world is full ............. options available to us. 

a- in                            b- of 

c- at                            d- off 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each  

     sentences :                                        (40 marks) 

31. There are 25 trees in the forest. 

32. The students go to school by bus. 

33. My mother cooks well. 

34. I’ve been waiting here for an hour. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

E- Choose the wrong part in each sentence: 

                                                                 (20 marks) 

35. He asked if I have a big house. 

A      B       C   D 

36. She wonder if I had met my friend. 

           A         B        C            D 

37. He asked if Sami has travelled late . 

A             B           C                   D 

38. They asked me why I was crying ? 
    A                B                C               D 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

F- Write a paragraph about the importance of  

      time. 

                                                                  (40 marks) 
- The value of time. 

- How do you manage time. 

- What do you do when studying. 

- The results of wasting time.  
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A-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

Remember how many times your day was changed 

by questions like “How are you today?” or “Is 

everything going well with you?” said by a friend. 

Your actions are very important too. Many people’s 

lives are inspired by small acts of kindness.  

• Earn trust. If you are told a secret by a friend, it 

stays between you and him/her. Trust takes a long 

time to be built, but in many cases it can be 

destroyed in no time.  

• Keep your promises.  

If someone is being helped by a volunteer, he/she 

needs to do it with a smile.  

• It is easy to criticise people, but that doesn’t mean 

it’s the right thing to do. Think about it: “How did 

you react when your intelligence was being once 

insulted by someone? Or, if your clothing, or your 

performance had been criticised in a negative way?” 

Whether the criticism was justified or not, sure you 

would get upset. No one likes to be criticized, so if 

you don’t have anything positive to say, don’t say it 

at all.  

• Be an active listener. Words other people say can 

be heard, but not many people can actively listen to 

and comprehend those words to fully understand the 

meaning behind them.  

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Choose the right answer (a, b, c, or d) to complete 

the following : 

39. When showing love to people you can : 

a- ignore them                b- inspire them 

c- hate them                   d- humilate them 

40. Cristisism makes people ...................  

a- love you                     b- like you 

c- get angry with you     d- respect you 

41. Eye contact is useful to be ......................... 

a- a good writer             b- a good listener  

c- a good poet                d- a good driver 

42. Trust could be destroyed .......................... 

a- in little time               b- slowly  

c- in much time             d- in no time 

43. Inspiration makes the individual ....................  

a- negative                     b- lazy 

c- positive                      d- arrogant 

B-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

The wish to communicate with the outer space has 

always been there in our minds. As the 20th century 

began, interest in the possible life on Mars and the 

possible civilizations there led to a search for signals. 

Could we communicate with another planet? How 

might we look for signals and messages from other 

worlds? An example of how we might receive 

communications from the planet was mentioned in 

1896 when a newspaper article entitled 

"A Signal from Mars" had offered one. In the late 

19th and early 20th centuries the idea of wirelessly 

sending and receiving waves through the air, was 

developed. New methods of searching for 

communications from space were offered too. In 

1901, engineer Nicola Tesla made the astonishing 

claim that he was receiving radio communications 

from Mars. His story was picked up and reported in 

the press. 

The Media was captured by the idea of 

communicating with Mars but it did not find much 

serious interest from scientists. In the 1960s a 

number of other scientists began searching for 

signals showing the existence of another life 

elsewhere in the universe. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Decide if the following sentences are (T) true or 

(F) false. 

44. Scientists first adopted the idea of the existence 

of life on other planets . 

45. Inventing the Wireless made the idea of 

connecting the world unreasonable.   

46. Tesla claimed that he received messages from the 

sun. 

47. Scientists were not interested with the claim of 

tesla.  

48. It is difficult to look for life in the galaxy.   
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C- Read the folloing sentences and choose the 

correct answer ( a, b, c, or d) :             (200 marks) 

49. The opposite of clear is .................. 

a- early                       b- strange 

c- silly                       d- ambiguous   

50. The opposite of nearer is .................. 

a- better                     b- worse 

c- farther                   d- familiar 

51. Some people tend to ................ friends. 

a- make                     b- do 

c- sign                       d- create 

52. Reading books ................ my knowledge.  

a- lessons                  b- enriches 

c- decreases              d- studies 

53. You should be positive and capable ................... 

inspiring others. 

a- to                          b- of  

c- about                    d- in 

54. You should be honest ........... earn people’s trust. 

a- to                          b- of 

c- about                    d- in 

55. Don’t make fun ................. people. 

a- to                          b- of  

c- about                    d- in 

56. The flowers ................. by the gardener every 

morning. 

a- waters                      b- have water 

c- will water                d- are watered  

57. The email ................. right now.  

a- is sending                b- is send 

c- is being sent            d- sent 

58. Their cars .................. while were shopping in 

the mall. 

a- wash                        b- washing 

c- are wash                  d- were being washed 

59. The dinner ................... by the cooker. 

a- has prepare              b- preparing 

c- is prepare                 d- has been prepared 

60. The mistake .................... by the teacher.  

a- is correct                  b- were correct 

c- has correct               d- was corrected 

61. The wallet .................. to the police station. 

a- giving                      b- was given 

c- is give                      d- gave 

62. The bell .................by the children a few minutes 

ago. 

a- was rung                   b- rang 

c- is rang                      d- is ringing 

 

63. The police didn’t question him very closely. 

a- he didn’t question very closely.     

b- he hadn’t been questioned very closely.  

c- he hadn’t questioned very closely.   

d- he was questioning very closely. 

64. Two men ............ by the wild animals yesterday. 

a- was kill                     b- is killing 

c-killed                         d- were killed 

65. Papers ............. from all students at the moment. 

a- is taking                    b- are being taken 

c- are took                     d- is taken 

66. The hard working students ........... by teachers. 

a- has reward                        b- rewarded 

c- have been rewarded          d- had rewarded  

67. All the words have the sound /Ɔ:/ except : 

a- cork                          b- port  

c- torn                          d-rob 

68. The sound / D / is found in : 

a- court                        b- not 

c- cord                         d- fork 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each  

     sentences :                                        (40 marks) 

69. I go shopping every day. 

70. My father drives to work fast. 

71. The ice - cream tastes delicious .  

72. Yes, they moved to another country. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

E- Choose the wrong part in each sentence: 

                                                                 (20 marks) 

73. our house have been furnished with old objects. 

 A                B                C                 D 

74. He was give a book for his birthday. 

 A           B                C            D 

75. The lot of coffee is grown in Brazil. 

  A        B            C             D 

76. I didn’t have many money . 
A   B        C       D 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

F- Write a paragraph about how can you inspire  

      people. 

                                                                  (40 marks) 
- What should you do. 

- How should you behave. 

- How should you listen. 
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A-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

Body language refers to the nonverbal signals that 

we use to communicate. According to experts, these 

nonverbal signals make up a huge part of our daily 

communication. From our facial expressions to our 

body movements, the things we don't say can still 

convey volumes of information. It was suggested 

that body language itself can account for between 60 

to 65% of all communication. A smile may indicate 

approval or happiness. A frown can signal 

disapproval or unhappiness. In some cases, our facial 

expressions may reveal our true feelings about a 

particular situation. 

So when you are evaluating somebody, pay attention 

to the body language, which could tell many 

unspoken words. Some research suggest that deaf 

people may be especially skilful at picking up visual 

traits in the actions of others through 

 their body language because they are trained on 

using sign and body language. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Choose the right answer (a, b, c, or d) to complete 

the following : 

39. Body language is a ........ way of communication. 

a- false                          b- true 

c- bad                           d- local 

40. Body language is  ............. throughout the world. 

a- different                    b- similar 

c- opposite                    d- not the same 

41. A smile is a sign of ....................  

a- sadness                      b- anger 

c- anxiety                      d- happiness 

42. ............... people can communicate easier than 

other people.  

a-visually impaired people      

b- disabled people 

c- deaf people                          

d- young  people 

43. Body language can convey ......................  

in formation.   

a- a little                            b- no 

c- small amount of          d- large volume of 

 

B-Read the following text and do the text below: 
                                                                      (50 marks) 

Language is considered a very complex form of 

communication that occurs among humans who use 

words while talking to express their needs and they 

cry and make faces when they want to express 

feelings. Animals also show signs of communication 

such as a bird singing a song or a dog wagging its 

tail when excited. However, do animals have their 

language? Scientists are still unsure about this 

question. Researchers say that animals do not have a 

true language like humans. However, they do 

communicate with each other with sounds and 

gestures. Children show these same forms of 

communication as babies when crying and gesturing, 

but they slowly learn the words of language and use 

them as a form of communication. 

So what about animals such as dogs that understand 

commands or birds that can "talk"? 

Dogs can be trained to follow certain commands 

such as "sit", "come" and "roll over", but does this 

mean they understand language and use it as well? 

Dogs are known to be experts at reading their 

owner's intentions and that they do not respond to 

actual words but the tone in which it is said. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Decide if the following sentences are (T) true or 

(F) false. 

44. Animals communicate with each other through 

sounds and gestures.  

45. Animals can slowly learn the words of the 

language and use them.  

46. Doges follow the commands by being trained.  

47. Animals have a true languages like us humans.  

48. Because of creativity , we can communicate 

easily.   
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C- Read the following sentences and choose the 

correct answer ( a, b, c, or d) :             (200 marks) 

49. The noun from the verb (defend) is ................... 

a- defendess                     b- defendion 

c- defendly                       d- defense 

50. The verb from the noun (expression) is ............... 

a- exprss                           b- express 

c- expressly                      d- ixpress 

51. All matrials are either sold ................... plasma.  

a- nor                               b- or 

c- and                               d- but 

52. It is sometimes difficult to get along .................. 

your friends. 

a- to                           b- of 

c- off                          d- with 

53. Your parents will be happy if you ............... your 

teachers. 

a- respect                   b- would have respected 

c- will respect            d- have respect 

54. The student was very ................; he gave a smart 

answer to a very difficult quiz. 

a- intellectual                b- bad 

c- careless                     d- silly 

55. The police is ready to ............ to people’s calls 

for help. 

a- motivate                    b- train 

c- respond                     d- understand 

56. It was a nice ............. to send her a birthday card. 

a- engage                      b- gesture 

c- engagement              d- respond 

57. The dog was wagging its tail as a ........... of 

happiness. 

a- sign                           b- question 

c- respond                     d- language 

58. The animals at the circus do the movements 

following their trainers’ ........................ 

a- feeling                       b- questions 

c- commands                 d- creativity 

59. My friend wants to ............ a profile for himself.  

a- write                         b- create 

c- send                          d- revise 

60. You must ................ polite with your parents. 

a- been                          b- being 

c- was                           d- be 

61. I am good at math , ................... I ?  

a- isn’t                         b- aren’t 

c- shouldn’t                 d- mustn’t 

 

62. The shops close at 7 pm, ............... they ? 

a- do                          b- don’t 

c- are                         d- doesn’t  

63. Let’s go shopping, .................... we ?. 

a- aren’t                      b- didn’t 

c- haven’t                   d- shall 

64. The ring is .................... 

a- her                          b- him 

c- hers                        d- my 

65. I looked at ................ in the mirror. 

a- he                            b- my 

c- himself                    d- myself 

66. I haven’t got any pictures in .......... bedroom. 

a- my                           b- their 

c- her                           d- our 

67. Freddy, you’ll have to do your homework ........... 

a- you                          b- yourselves 

c- yourself                   d- ourselves 

68. Look at ............. when I am explaining the lesson 

a- my                           b- me 

c- I                               d- mine 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each  

     sentences :                                        (40 marks) 

69. We travelled to Aleppo. 

70. The shirt cost 200,000 s.p. 

71. I have lived in Syria for ten years. 

72. She arrived to the airport at night. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

E- Choose the wrong part in each sentence: 

                                                                 (20 marks) 

73. Maher is listening to hem teacher. 

    A     B                C    D 

74. Lana looked at myself in the mirror. 

            A             B      C            D 

75. my father is  a skillful doctor . 

A              B  C                D 

76. The children clean there room every day. 
  A                      B       C                  D 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

F- Write a paragraph about a job you would like  

     to do in the future. 

                                                                  (40 marks) 
- What is the job. 

- Why do you choose it. 

- How can you achieve your dream. 
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